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The World of Organic Agriculture (hectares)
Density equalising map Paull & Hennig, 2016
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57.8 m h
a*
Image: J Paull; * Willer & Lernoud, 2018
World total certified organic hectares
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The World of Organic Agriculture (hectares)
Map: Paull & Hennig, 2016; *Willer & Lernoud, 2017
179 coun
tries*
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2.4 m pro
ducers
Map: Paull & Hennig, 2016; *Willer & Lernoud, 2017
The World of Organic Agriculture (producers
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data source: GfK, 2017
Food shoppers want organic
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Food shoppers don’t want GMOs
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World Organic Agriculture
+12%
 pa
Data: Willer & Yussefi (2000) - Willer & Lernoud (2018)
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Rest
98.8%
Organic
1.2%
World Agriculture (ha) 
Data: Willer & Lernoud, 2018
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GMOs (ha)
Rest of World
99.5%
Australia
0.5%
Organics (ha)
Rest of World
46% Australia
54%
Australia is a Giant in Organic Agriculture  
& a Pygmy in GM Agriculture 
Organics data: Paull & Hennig, 2018
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“it is generally unsafe to eat 
foods grown with pesticides”*
69%
*Pew Research Center, 2015, p.5, US adults N=2002; US scientists 31%, N=3748; Lamberts (2017): Aus adults N=1203
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Source: PANUK (2017)
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(UK)
Source: PANUK (2017)
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Organic Agriculture excludes… 
• synthetic fertilisers
• synthetic pesticides
• GMOs
• engineered nanoparticles
• irradiation
x5
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Consumers buy Organic because… 
• better for family
• better for me
• better for environment
• better for animals
x4
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Image: google.com
Organic growth
16.5% pa
for past 2 decades
Data: Paull & Hennig, 2018
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Australia: 8.8% organic
The World: 1.2% organic
Data: Paull & Hennig, 2018
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Paull & Henning, 2018
Australia: 
Certified Organic Agriculture 
(hectares)
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Table: Paull & Henning, 2018
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GM Canola GM Cotton Organic
ABCA, 2019; Paull & Hennig, 2018
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Image: Paull, 2018
10% Discount
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Price taker or price maker?
e.g. Willie Smith
e.g. BD Paris Creek
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Image: J Paull
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Image: J Paull
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Image: J Paull
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Advertiser, 2016
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www.pariscreekfarms.com.au
www.pariscreekfarms.com.au
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www.pariscreekfarms.com.au
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Do you agree?
WA DAFF, 2016
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ORGANIC
PREMIUM
Organic is Premium
Do you agree?
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ORGANIC
PREMIUM
Organic is Premium
BD
33
“Organic = the Gold Standard for Premium”
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The path to organic…
Dr Rudolf Steiner “Anthroposophic farming” 1924
Dr Ehrenfried Pfeiffer “Biodynamic farming” 1938
Lord Northbourne “Organic farming” 1940
Jerome Rodale OFG USA 1942
AOFGS Sydney 1944
IFOAM France 1972
.
.
Directions Workshop, Ocean Reef, WA 2019
Northbourne, 1940; Paull, 2010, 2014; Pfeiffer, 1938; Rodale, 1942.
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Agriculture Course at Koberwitz (Kobierzyce, Poland) 
Rudolf Steiner (1865-1925)
Year 
Zero
 
1924
“the farm is an organism”
Steiner, 1924
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Image: J Paull
Koberwitz
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Image: J Paull
Koberwitz
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Ernesto Genoni 
Australia’s BD Organics Pioneer 
1928
Self portrait by Ernesto Genoni Paull, 2014a
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Lord Northbourne, 1940, “Organic farming”
“Look to the Land”, 1940; coins the term “organic farming”
Lord Northbourne (1896-1982)
1940Year +16
 
“organic farming”
Northbourne, 1940; Paull, 2014b
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Getting to ‘Organic’…
… 1972
Table: Paull, 2010
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BD
ORGANIC
CERTIFIED
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data: Willer & Lernoud,  2018
Rest
62%
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38%
*Certified Organic Hectares
Liechtenstein Agriculture
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Data: Willer & Lernoud, 2018; * Paull & Hennig, 2018
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ad hoc growth
1 Farm @ a time
Year 
+95 2019
… is 1.2% Organic OK?
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New strategies to grow 
the organics sector:
• 1 State @ a time
• 1 Country @ a time
• 1 Crop @ a time
• 1 Region @ a time
After: Paull, 2017a
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
Goal set: 2003
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
Achieved: 2016
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
image: qz.com
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
Prime Minister Mohendra Modi & Chief minister Pawan Chamling 
January 2016
image: smartindianagrciculture.in
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1 State @ a time: Sikkim
Prime Minister Mohendra Modi & Chief minister Pawan Chamling January 2016 intoday.in
74,190 cer
tified orga
nic hectar
es
64,000 farm
ers
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Sikkim Organic conversion
2003-2016
• Leadership
• Goal setting
• Workshops, Training, Awareness
• Bio-fertilizer production
• Soil testing labs
• Withdrawal of agrochem subsides
• Agrochem outlets closed down (by 2009)
• Funding certification
• Support pricing
• Legislation
• Branding
100% OR
GANIC
ACHIEVE
D
Paull, 2017a
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11 me-too Indian states …
… Goa, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh & 
Uttarakhand
image: nmhs.org.in
Paull, 2017a
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image: habitat.com
100% OR
GANIC
ASPIRAT
IONAL
1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
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1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
Goal set: 2011
56
exoticjourneys.com
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image: bbc.com
1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
“… agriculture is the foundation of all civilizations, 
I believe organic agriculture, as the only way of 
growing sustainable food, must constitute a 
primary thrust in any new development paradigm”
Former PM Jigmi Thinley
Paull, 2017a
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certified data: Willer & Lernoud,  2017
Rest
30%
Naked Organic*
69%
Certified Organic
1%
1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
* organic without certification
Paull, 2017a
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image: bbc.com
1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
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image: future brand.com
1 Country @ a time
Bhutan
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1 Crop @ a time
Dominican Republic
logos: piabanana.de
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data: FAO, 2017
Rest of World
99%
Dominican Republic
1%
Global Bananas
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data: FAO, 2017
Rest of World
45% Dominican Republic
55%
Global Organic Bananas
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1 Crop @ a time
Dominican Republic
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1 Island @ a time
image: organiccicia.com
1 Island @ a time
Cicia 
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1 Island @ a time
Abaiang
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Source: climate.gov.ki
1 Island @ a time
Abaiang
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1 Island @ a time
Abaiang
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Endgame?
1% Solution?
100% Solution?
Rest
98.8%
Organic*
1.2%
Organic*
100%
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Conclusion
New strategies to reframe 
growth:
• 1 State @ a time
• 1 Country @ a time
• 1 Crop @ a time
• 1 Region @ a time
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Organisation survival ingredients …
1. Passion
2. Mission
3. $ Plan
4. Succession
Image: J Paull
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Organisation $$$$ survival strategies …
Volunteers e.g. SASA
Project e.g. Soil Association (UK)
Publications e.g. Rodale (USA)
Certification e.g NASAA
Memberships e.g. Garden Organic (UK) 
Government e.g EU subsidies
Co-op e.g. Organic Dairy Farmers of Aus
Image: J Paull
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1942 
Rodale 
USA
Image: J Paull
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1944 
AOFGS
Australia
Paull, 2008
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Figure: Paull, 2017b
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Figure: Paull, 2017b
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1946 
Soil Association 
UK
Paull, 2011a
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Organisation survival ingredients …
1. Passion
2. Mission
3. $ Plan
4. Succession
Image: J Paull
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Organics research … since 1924
Paull, 2011b
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orgprints.org
academia.edu
researchgate.net
scholar.google.com
Finding Organics research …
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www.orgprints.org
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www.academia.edu
85
www.scholar.google.com
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Thank you
… Questions
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Abstract
Organic agriculture in Australia is a success story. Certified organic agriculture in Australia 
accounts for 35.6 million hectares which is 8.8% of Australia’s agricultural land. The rate of 
growth of organics in Australia has been16.5% per annum for the past two decades. 
Based on certified hectares, Australia is now the world leader in organics, and now 
accounts for more than fifty percent of the world’s certified organic hectares.
The development of organic agriculture throughout Australia has been somewhat uneven. 
The map of organic agriculture in Australia, reveals that South Australia and Queensland 
are the standout leaders based on certified hectares. Western Australia is underperforming 
on this metric (as are also Victoria and Tasmania). The map of organic producers reveals 
good prospects for growth in organics hectares for Victoria and Tasmania (and the 
opportunity for growth in WA).
The prospects for organics are very favourable, with most adults agreeing with the 
proposition that it is unsafe to eat food grown with pesticides. Globally, substantial 
numbers of shoppers seek organic foods and avoid genetically modified (GM) foods.
Western Australia has 4.70 million hectares of certified organic land. This compares to 
0.96 million hectares of GM crops (canola and cotton). There is a price premium for 
organic. In contrast, GM canola sells at a discount of about 10% compared to non-GM 
canola.
Western Australia has a long history of engagement with organics dating from 1928 when 
members of the Genoni family, including those who farmed near Broomehill and Kojonup, 
took up Rudolf Steiner’s biodynamic farming ideas.
The state of Sikkim in India has recently achieved the distinction of becoming the world’s 
first state to be 100% organic, with all farmers and all agricultural land now certified. Other 
states in India are following Sikkim’s lead. The Dominican Republic has taken an 
alternative path to growing organics, and it accounts for 55% of the world’s organic 
bananas. 
The prospects for the growth of organics in WA are good. A new dedicated organics 
advocacy entity with a passion, a mission, a plan and a view to succession could well 
serve the cause of organics in WA, grow the sector, and enhance the perception of WA as 
a source of premium food and crops.
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